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It's official, it's Obama: Seattle U celebrates
Sara Bernert
News Editor
When Barack Obama was elected
the nations first black president of
the United States Tuesday night,
Kacey Shiflet and her friends thought
it was a

joke.

"We were watching the 'Daily
Show' when the commercial suddenly cut off and Jon Stewart said
that Obama was the next president,"
said Shiflet, freshman drama major.
"We just kept saying 'what?' and ran
down the stairwell to the Campion
ballroom. Everyone was cheering."
"It was so exciting," said Elizabeth
Ochoa, freshman social justice major, who crammed into an elevator
with her friends and met Shiflet in
the ballroom. "We were ready to
break into tears."
More than 400 students gathered
in the Campion Ballroom to watch
the election proceedings. When
the call was made that Obama had
clinched 338 votes from the Electoral
College and 51 percent ofthe popular vote, securing him as
the next president, the
Page
cheers could be heard
from across the lobby.
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After hearing that Sen. Barack Obama won the presidential election Cyndi Carter celebrates alongside
fellow students in the Campion Ballroom on Tuesday night. Obama won at approximately 8:45 p.m.

SU looks at move to semesters
Katie Farden
Staff Writer
After over a century ofusing the
quarter system, Seattle University
may switch to a semester system.
Academic Assembly voted
last year to research the pros and
cons of each academic operating
system. The Assembly turned to
the Consideration of the Semester
Subcommittee. Created three years
ago, the subcommittee is a group
of professors from a variety ofcolleges looking at the potential impact a move to the semester system
would have on Seattle U.
Ted Fortier, associate professor of anthropology, heads the
subcommittee.
"There are so many anecdotal
accounts ofwhy one system is better than another," he said. "The
subcommittee provides the service
of delivering the facts."
Fortier said the subcommittee
did extensive background research
for both the Web site and the coming presentation. "We've made

incredible progress," he said.
Fortier noted an increased
work load as a potential concern
for faculty should Seattle U move
to semesters.

"Teaching two classes a quarter
it is possible Sfor
to do
active research," he said. "Teaching
three to four classes might be too
much."
But for other professors, Fortier
said, a quarter is not long enough
to engage students in certain
projects.
"Most professors feel a quarter
is too short of a time for students
to do an adequate job on research,"
he said.
"I have stopped doing servicelearning classes," he added, "because a quarter is to short ofa time
to engage students in the community the way I want to."
While the sub-committee
weighs the pros and cons of quarters and semesters, ASSU is also
researching the difference between
the two academic operating systems before taking a position on
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the potential move.
"We are still in the phase ofeducating ourselves," said McKenzie
Weber, political science major and
ASSU's sophomore representative
looking at the issue. "I'm getting
information from as many sources
as I can."
Weber is looking at other
schools that have made the switch
from a quarter system to a semester
system and is starting to speak with
students, faculty and staff.
"We are looking at what impact
it will have for students, and if it is
even worth it to switch," she said.
She has heard students advocate
for both academic systems.
"There is definitely a lot ofspirit
and enthusiasm on this issue," she
said.
According to Weber, some students favor the semester system
because they have more time to
establish rapport with a professor.
Should they start off a
Page
term poorly, she added,
a semester system might
offer more time for
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Fifth annual Opus
Seattle University raises the bar with Benaroya Hall celebration
Veronica Martin
Staff Writer
For the first time in Seattle U
history, the prestigious Opus Prize
Award will be hosted at Benaroya
Hall on Nov. 18. Seattle U is the
fifth university to work with the
foundation, proceeding University
of San Francisco, Marquette
University, University of Notre
Dame and the Catholic University
of America.
The culmination of an 18month-process may take only a
few hours, but its effects, the Opus
Prize Foundation hopes, will be
more lasting.
"The Opus Prize is an opportunity to provide special recognition and support for extraordinary
people around the world for tackling some of die worlds toughest
problems," says Amy Sunderland,
executive director to the Opus
Prize Foundation. Sunderland also
supports die board of directors and

acts as liaison

with the participat-

ing university.
"I think that there is a real connection with [Seattle Us] mission
[and the Opus Prize Foundations
mission], where the university is
about preparing people for lives of
productive work and engagement
in the world," Sunderland says.
The three individuals chosen
by Seattle U this year are Michael
Woodard, founder of Jubilee
House Community and the Center
for Development of Central
America in Managua, Nicaragua;
Krishnammal Jagannathan,
founder of Land for Tillers'
Freedom (LAFTI) inTamil Nadu,
India; and Marguerite "Maggy"
Barankitse, founder of Maison
Shalom in Ruyigi, Burundi.
Not only does Opus seek to
honor the life of these exemplary
individuals, the founPage
dation also wishes to
the
next generainspire
tion of entrepreneurs.

Former athlete gives flashback
Artist-in-residence pulls strings
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Students rally behind historic election victory
Students studying outside dropped their books
and ran to the Fishbowl
or into the ballroom to

Cover
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SEAC, RHA, OMA, ASSU, PoliSci Club and the Young Democrats.
Live, streaming coverage of the
election was projected on a large
screen. Students sat around tables
with crayons and maps of the U.S.,
coloring in each state as the results
were called.
"It's a good crowd, and I'm happy to see so many students being

watch.
"This is incredible," said Ochoa.
"It's something that we'll tell our
grandchildren about someday."
The election night festivities in
Campion were a joint effortbetween

politically engaged," said Aerica
Banks, junior environmental studies major and president ofSeattle Us
Young Democrats.
By a table near the front of the
room stood Anne Strange, junior
political science major, wearing
a blue McCain shirt that evoked
double takes from passersby.
"I feel like a minority, but that's

OK," said Strange. "I've actually got-

after a long day of anxiety for voters
waiting to get to the polls or hoping
the ballots they mailed in would be
received on time.

Students from both

parties sat side by
side during the race.

ten a lotofpositive feedback—some
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high fives and such—for being open
about [...] who I'm supporting."
The cheers and chatter quieted
down when McCain began his
speech. Some students were less than
excited about die victory.
"Tonight I weep [...]," said James
Kilcup, senior philosophy major.
The ballroom emptied slowly,
though the Fishbowl remained
packed with Obama supporters who
stayed for his acceptance speech and
post-election coverage.
The excitement of the night came

Public Safety offered a shuttle
service to and from voting stations
for students and local area registered voters. Mike Sletten, director of Public Safety, said each of
the 23 shuttles—even those that
left at 6:30 a.m. —had students in
them.
Sletten drove the first and second
shuttle runs to the voting station
at the Yesler Terrace Community
Center. He said a Seattle U student
was one of the first three voters to

cast their ballot

there.
"It was so impressive and moving
to see all the people, in early morning darkness and today through
this evening, riding and walking to
the voting booths that surrounded
die university and neighborhood,"
Sletten said.
The university also held a special Election Day mass at noon in
the Chapel of Saint Ignatius. Dave
Leigh, S.J., presided over the service,
in which prayers were made for the
country and its leaders during what
Campus Ministry called a critical
time in history.
Back in the Campion Ballroom,
Cassidy Swider, freshman pre-major
who worked for the Obama campaign in Portland, watched the
screen with gleaming eyes.
"It's amazing," she said, "but I'm
happy and relieved it's over."
Sara can be reached at
bernerts@seattleu.edu

Room searches ensure safety
cannot be based on suspicion
alone.
"We'd have to have something

Michael Lis Sette
Volunteer Writer
When students move

into

to

baclc ir up, We

cant

iusc say

'I'll

Though searches may be permitted depending on the circumstances, Assistant Director of
Housing and Residence Life Tim

Albert stressed the importance of
student privacy.
"We do a search based on evidence.
We're not doing one be"Suspicion must be something
that is communicated in writing, cause we feel like doing a search
be very threatening and have a of a student's room [...] but as a
very concerning set of circumuniversity we are obligated to instances," said Michael Sletten, vestigate cases of drugs, various
the Director ofPublic Safety. "You illegal activities, so as to keep a
have to look at the literal set of safe and healthy environment for
circumstances you have in front [students]," Albert said.
of you."
Some students felt the current
When the search is carried out, policies were appropriate.
"The fact that we're a private
before anyone can key-in they
school kind of gives them the
must knock and announce, at
least once, who they are and that right," said Allison Lambert,
dorm room.
they need to come in. The same freshman cultural anthropology.
At the start of each year, resiholds true in the case of a health "But it doesn't seem right they'd
dent assistants conduct "health and safety check, though in that be allowed to search a room withand safety checks."
out too much of a reason."
Others felt the issue could be
Second-year Resident Assistant
Blaise Baldonado, senior strategic You have to look at
dealt with in a clearer fashion.
"I think Seattle University
communications major, explained
the checks as a precautionary meathe [...] circumstances should make it a lot more clear
about what the guidelines are,
sure, not a search.
"We use our eyes, our noses in front of you.
what a student's privacy is when
and our senses looking for anyliving in the dorms," said Donald
Michael Sletten Stockwell, junior theology major.
thing endangering the student,"
Baldonado said.
Public Safety Director "It should be OK to enforce rules
Baldonado's fellow Bellarmine
and to a certain extent search
Hall RA, Carmen Rivera, departs of the room, but they need
scribed the limitations of their instance RA's are responsible for to make the lines firm in terms of
role in the situation.
what is suspicion, what constitutes
conducting the check.
"We don't touch a thing," said
One of the residents from the RAs going into rooms."
room must be present when a full
Rivera, sophomore criminal jusAlbert was quick to suggest a
tice major. "The only search we'll search is conducted, and if no one means through which students
be able to do is visual [...] We is there, the room is secured until could air their grievances.
don't open drawers, refrigerators, one of die residents returns.
"If students disagree with
"They're asked ifthey would as- policies they can take it to the
or closets; if we feel the need we
sist," Sletten said. "They have die hall council, the Residence Hall
ask permission."
Rivera explained that if an RA opportunity of stepping forward Association, and let us know if
thinks a further search is necesto help make sure the environthey disagree with policies; we're
of
ment's safe, and we reflect diat."
sary, they get the permission
willing to listen."
the residence hall director or the
Sletten suggested in this situaon-call senior staff member.
tion it is best to step forward and Michael can be reached at
for
a
search
lissette@seattieu.edu
assist Public Safety officers fully.
An RA's. request
the residence halls they have to
leave certain things behind: their
parents, their toasters and their
privacy.
While Public Safety cannot
barge into a dorm room at any
time, there is ample opportunity
to obtain legitimate entry.
Making needed repairs, verifying occupancy, investigating health
and safety concerns are some of
the reasons listed in the "Right of
Entry" clause in the 2008-2009
Residence Hall Agreement that
allow certain Seattle University
personnel to enter a student's

search you,'" Baldonado said.
Public Safety echoed
Baldonado's reasoning.
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The pros and cons of change Food for thought
Cover
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She said some students also considered
the logistical advantages

to a semester system.

"I think it's seen as a little easier
in terms of having to register, to
take finals and to buy books only
two times a year instead of three,"
said Weber.
Weber also noted being on
the semester system might make
Seattle U students and graduates
more competitive candidates for
summer jobs and internships in
the Seattle area.

Students on semesters
usually finish a month
before SU does.

Weber also said students attending schools on the semester
system have to leave summer jobs
mid-August to return to school.
On the quarter system, students
can work until mid-September.
"If you're working on an ongoing project [during the summer],"
she said, "you might not get to
see that project through to its

entirety."
Familiarity with the quarterbased academics, said Weber, was
another reason some students
wanted to retain Seattle U's current academic system.
"It is what they are used to,"
she said "so a change is seen as

threatening."
Sophomore mechanical engineering major Raold Dietzman is
comfortable with Seattle U's current system.

"I like quarters," he said. "While
Students on semester systems
usually finish school mid-May—a
month before schools on the
quarter system like University of
Washington end their academic
years.
"If we were to switch, there
would be some benefit to us getting to interview for jobs earlier,"
said Weber.
However, Kelsey Schultz, senior
liberal studies major, did not think
switching academic systems would
significantly impact a Seattle U
graduate's ability to get a job.
"People get jobs based on their
qualifications," she said, "not if
they can start one month earlier."

:

you're not working as long on one
class, you're more focused on that
class."
Sharon Callahan, associate
professor and Associate Dean for
academic programs in the school
of Theology and Ministry, also favored Seattle U's quarter system.
"The quarter system allows a
person more variety in choice,"
said Callahan. "People can spend
time tasting a variety of topics or
they can take several professors in
relation to a particular topic from
differing viewpoints."
According to Gina Lopardo,
Education Abroad programs specialist, Seattle U students who

to study abroad encounter
difficulties with quarter-based
academics because most of the
world's academics use semesterbased academics.

plan

The quarter system
allows a person more
variety in choice.
Sharon Callahan
Associate Theology Professor

"Students who study abroad
have less opportunities available
to them," she said.
The ASSU Be Heard Web page
offers students an online forum to
voice their opinions about a potential change in academic systems.
Students can access theBe Heard
page at myassu.org/beheard
The subcommittee launched an
informational Web page on Seattle
U's server last Monday where faculty and staff can weigh in with
posts explaining their preferences
for quarters or semesters.
On Nov. 21, the subcommittee will hold an open question and
answer session for faculty and staff
about the differences between the
systems.

Katie can be reached at
fardenk@seattleu.edu
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Students hungry for solutions learn about poverty at banquet

Hailing from California, Grant Lyon has a unique balance
of wit and silliness. The self-described surfer dude will be

Sophomore Emily Brickner, humanities major, enjoys a meal at a
table while other eat on the floor to simulate class stratification.
Veronica Martin
Staff Writer
The experience began when
they entered the ballroom. Students
were handed a slip of paper with a
name, economic status

and short

biography of their life situation.
Seating was based on economic
statues. The rich sat at clothed tables, the middle class at bare tables,
while those in the lowest economic

\foungquist.
Making up 35 percent of the
level sat on a tarp.
world's population, the middle
The tarps served as both table class makes from $876 to $10,725
and chair for the majority of people per year. As day laborers, said
at the Hunger Banquet on Oct.
Youngquist, this population works
28.
mostly in die cities and sends monOxfam hosts the interactive
dinner each year. The student-run
cliib on campus uses the time to
educate about hunger throughout
theworld and lets people know the
ways Oxfam helps battle the contributing factors of hunger.
"We hope to create increased
awareness and increased understanding of what Oxfam is trying
to do on a national and international level," saidKC Upshaw, vice
president of communications for
the club and sophomore Spanish
and creative writing major. "We
try to put an experience to the
statistic."
After students poured in,
mingled and made small jokes
about their economic status and
life situations, they took their

and turned their attention to Kraig Cook, co-president
of Oxfam, along with Maggie
Wykowski, sophomore economics
and international development

seats
.

_.
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Come join us for one of the year's best movies! This
charming flick is bound to put a smile on your face.
Free food and prizes!
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fseac's first special event of the year!
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Featured in one of Seattle's finest venues, Benaroya Hall,
SEAC's annual Fall Ball invites you to dress up, dance,
hang with friends, and have a good time!

for food and water each day.
"Everyone on earth has the same
basic needs," she said. "The only
thing that differs is circumstance."
The high economic status group
included those who earn $10,726
or more per year. This group suffers from disease prompted by caloric excess, has access to everydiing
and the means to enjoy it, said

major.

"Hunger is about power,"
Cook began, addressing the audience with a short speech before the food was served. "Today
you join in Oxfams fight against
hunger."
A three-course meal of salad,
pasta, bread and dessert was served
to those who were assigned a high
economic status. The middle class
made their way to the buffet table,
piling plates high with rice and
beans. For those widi the lowest
economic status, dinner was rice
and water eaten out of small plastic
cups and served out of one large pot
on the floor.
As people ate, banquet host
Lindsey Youngquist, Oxfam member and pre-med biology major,
spoke about real-life individuals
throughout the worldwho struggle

Everyone on mrth ■■~,,,,.

has the same
basic needs.
Lindsey Youngquist
Oxfam Member

ey home to their families.
The majority of the population,
seated on the floor, earns less than
$875 per year. Finding food, water
and shelter consumes dieir day, she
said.
"It's surprising to see how many
people are in poverty and so few
enjoy what we have here," said
Brandon Ibarra, freshman nursing major and first-time Hunger
Banquet attendee. "I was expecting
to sit at a table."
Other guests expressed their
amazement at the low income
amounts, even for the wealthy.
"The standard [in the U.S.] is
much higher dian other countries,"
said NooryKim, juniorpsychology
major. "The middle class in America
is seen as high class in other countries, offsetting the percentage of
poor and rich."
Oxfam's goal for the evening
was to create this sort of awareness,
to get people thinking about what
they consider to be normal, said
Youngquist.
"Our goal is for people to gain
mindfulness and appreciation for
what tiiey have and to think about
what it means for them to walk into
C-Street," she said. "Seattle U takes
care of us pretry well."

Veronica can be reached at
martinv@seattleu.edu
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Seattle U honors lifetime of community service
Corey Blaustein
Staff Writer
The Campion Ballroom was
buzzing, packed with government
officials, university administrators
and students who gathered to honor a woman who dedicated her life
to serving the community.
On Oct. 30, the university dedicated a new living community in
Campion Hall to Seattle University
alum, Millie Bown Russell.
"We wanted to book a place
that could fit all the people Millie
has touched in her life, but Qwest
field wasn't available," said Rep.Jim
McDermott, one of the key speakers at the dedication.
The Millie Bown Russell
Leadership Community houses
the top three floors of Campion
Hall and focuses upon what Russell
states as the three aspects ofbecoming a great leader: courage, compassion and competence.
Each quarter, its residents will
dive into each of these qualities with
workshops as well as prioritized
access to classes that discuss these
qualities in their curriculum.
Audrey Hudgins, head of the
new community said she is excited
about the future of what is now affectionately called "the Millie."
"What was important in naming
the community was to find a non-

taking

establishing

nu-

merous programs and organizations in Seattle geared toward
providing educational opportunities to African American
students in Health Sciences.
Some of these include: African
American Dollars for Scholars
Foundation, Africare, Association
of Women in Science and National
Association of Medical Minority
Educator.
In order to establish a stronger
bond between African Americans
in Seattle, Russell also set up the
Seattle-Mombasa Sister City
Association.
Her contribution to the growth
of Seattle led to the establishment
of Oct. 29 as Millie Bown Russell
day, which also happens to be her

birthday.
The ceremony concluded with
a

Seattle U president Stephen Sundborg, S.J., holds a plaque honoring Millie Bown Russell's service.

Jesuit who has reflected the mission
of Seattle University throughout
their life," Hudgins said. "The real
significance is that [Millie] is an
alum that has lived the mission [...]
She is a local rock star."
Russell grew up in the Seattle
area with six other siblings during
the Great Depression. Raised with
a Catholic education, Russell was

instilled with the importance of
a good, well-rounded education.
Her parents insisted that all seven
of their children go to college and
that's exactly what they did.
Russell became the first African
American student in the Medical
Technology program at Seattle
University. After graduating with a
bachelor's degree in biology in 1948
with the first African American
class in Seattle U history, Russell
began working for the King County

Iks

httpr//officef..washinc|tonarmy9uaFd..org |

Central Blood Bank. For 26 years
she dedicated her work to theblood
bank, now called the Puget Sound
Regional Blood Center.
In the 19605, she returned to
Seattle U and received a secondary teaching certificate in science
and completed her doctorate in
education at the University of
Washington in 1988.
While she obtained her doctorate in her early '60s, Russell made
a deep impact in the community,

heartfelt speech from Russell

about her life and achievements.
Along with a plaque that will be
placed in the 12th floor lounge of
Campion, Russell also received a
Seattle U campus card, recognizing her time at Seattle U.
The Millie Bown Russell
Leadership Learning Community
is open to returning and freshman students who want to explore
Seattle University's mission of "empowering leaders for a just and humane world."
Corey can be reached at
blaustei@seattleu.edu
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Faculty hope to add film study program to curriculum
directors, time periods

Veronica Martin
Staff Writer

or

global African studies minor.
Currently, various departments,
including English, communication
and theology, offer film courses. If

genres.

Working toward degree in film
is the same as working toward an
English degree, said Joshua Green,
senior environmental studies major
and aspiring filmmaker.
"Except for in film, you are
portraying themes through images
instead ofwords," he said.
Film studies is foundational in
a

Stanley Kramer, the director
and producer behind such films as
"Guess Who's Coming to Dinner"
and "Judgment at Nuremburg,"
wanted to begin what Edwin Weihe
has set into motion.
One day in the late '70s, said
Weihe, when Kramer was living
in East Seattle, he came to Seattle
University with a proposal: a film
studies program. He was turned
down.
"Hopefully we're ready now,"
said Weihe, chair of the English
department and the main force
behind the recently proposed film
studies program at Seattle U.
The program, which may not be
finalized until January, will offer a
major and a minor in film studies.
If it passes the academic council
and the provost, film studies will
be open for enrollment fall quarter
of 2009, said Weihe.
"It's out of my hands, yet I'm
here to defend it every step of the
way," he said.
Even though the program will
be under the wing of the English
Department, film studies will be independent ofthe English program,
said Weihe.
Weihe sees film studies as analogous to die study ofliterature. Film
studies will have similar courses in
film analysis, along with more specialized courses focused on specific

students take a film course this
year —or have taken one in the
past —the credits will be

applicable
toward a film major or minor. And
will continue to be
taught by professors from other
some

the same way as fine arts or philosophy, said Weihe.
"There is the same pay off in
terms ofcritical thinking and writing," he said.

departments.
Professor William Taylor, who
currently teaches the history of film
course in the English Department,
has taught various film classes at
Seattle U for over 30 years.
"Every major university in the
country has a film program," said
Taylor. "To be a major university, this is something we should
teach."
The University of Pittsburgh,
Keene State and Georgetown
University are just a few of the institutions with film programs that
Weihe and his team studied when
developing Seattle U's program,

Every major university

in the country has

a film program.
William Taylor
English Professor

Five basic requirements will
make up die major: history of film,
art of film/film analysis, film genre,
visual storytelling and international
film.
Weihe emphasized the international film category as critical to die
program.
"My hope is diatvarious departments will cross-list film courses
widi their own majors," he said. For
example, the global African cinema
course could be cross-listed with the

«r

mam

courses

said Taylor.
The film studies program has
opposition among faculty, said Taylor; several professors
have already volunteered to teach.
And some students are equally excited about the possibility of a new
major.
"It reflects positively on faculty
because they are broadening the curriculum for students," said Andrew
Wilburn, junior English major
involved in the current Campus
yet to meet

——

MovieFest. "They are bringing their
passion into the curriculum."
According to Weihe, the film
studies program will integrate
easily into Seattle's current film
environment.
"Seattle is one of the greatest
film communities in the U.5.,"
said Weihe. "There is the sense that
Seattle is producing film talent in
the same way as music talent."

Film is the most
influential art form of

the last 100 years.
Edwin Weihe
English Dept. Chair

Numerous writers and filmmakers call Seattle home, said Weihe.
He hopes to work with surrounding film-related institutions, such
as the Northwest Film Forum and
Seattle International Film Festival,
which has a year-round theater and
event schedule.
Seattle's Office of Film and
Music —a government-run de-

dedicated to promotion
and outreach of all things film
and music related—is another resource with which Weihe hopes to
collaborate.
Most of all, though, Weihe
stressed the intensity of the film
partment

studies program.
"It's going to be very rigorous
and academic," he said. "Film
is viewed here as a distinct art
form."
Additionally, the program isn't
just for students with an artistic
bent.
"We need to learn to arm ourselves against an image-saturated
world," said Weihe. "Isn't it amazing there is no requirement in visual
literacy [at Seattle U]?"
Weihe hopes to introduce a second, production-oriented phase of
the film program in a few years.
"By practicing the process of
making movies you learn about
how film works," he said. "It needs
a production element."
In Weihe's vision, the program would make use of digital
media and film students would
work in close cooperation with
the Communication Department,
which opened its digital journalism
square last year.
"Anytime we add a new program the institution feels a little
earthquake and then adjusts," said

Taylor. "Bringing active, engaged
film students

to

the campus will

bring change."
"We should have had [a film

program] 10 years ago," said Weihe.
"Film is the most influential art
form of the last 100 years."

Veronica can be reached at
martinv@seattleu.edu
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Maybe it's your brother. Maybe it's your
sister. Or father, mother, daughter, son.

I

Maybe it's your neighbor. Your partner.
Your lover. Your friend.

save today?
For people who receive multiple transfusions, the more perfectly matched the
biood is to their own blood, the better
the medical outcome can be. We need
donors from all communities.
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Please donate blood today and join
tne perfect Match Program.
You may never know whose life
you'll save. But you will know
you're saving lives.
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Call 1-800-398-7888 or schedule
onlineatpsbc.org.
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Specs of the week Less options, money for travel abroad
Students selling peanut
butter balls for a good

Another lawsuit coming
against SU, Jesuits for sex
abuse by former professor

cause
Students may notice some oncampus salesmen trying to butter
them up in the coming weeks.

Members

of Professor

Bill Hogan's "Principles of
Management" class have been
charged with the task of making
and selling chocolate-covered peanut butter balls as part of a class
project designed to teach them
the ins and outs of management,
production, acquisition and selling of a product.
Hogan's students have to assemble the ingredients, acquired
by donations only, and spend
around three days producing the
peanut butter balls. Every student
is responsible for taking a turn

making the balls.
"It's been fun. It's taxing at
times because it's usually when
everyone's kind of busy," said
Hogan. "But it's good for the
resume."
Hogan, who is also the athletic
director at Seattle U, assigned his
students different positions on
the sales team, with different
tasks simulating those of a small

A tenth man has claimed he
was abused by a former Seattle U
professor and plans to sue the university and the Jesuit province.
The plaintiff says Fr. Michael
Toulouse, now deceased, abused
him when we was an eighth grader in 1968 or 1969. The man,
who will remained unnamed,
said Seattle U and the Oregon
Province of the Society of Jesus
knew of the abuse but failed to
protect him and other children.
Toulouse was moved from
Gonzaga high school in 1951 after he admitted having sex with
an altar boy in Spokane, according to court documents. Toulouse
was placed at Seattle University,
where he remained until his death

1976.
Eight other men sued Seattle
U and the Jesuit province in July
in

2007. A trial date has been set for
March. Another case was settled
in 2006 for $350,000. Michael
Pfau, a Seattle attorney, is representing all 10 plaintiffs.
"We have zero tolerance for
business.
sexual abuse of minors. Seattle
"You get to know people in the University remains steadfast
class," said Lizzy Rives, senior inin the belief that all victims of
ternational business major. "We clerical sexual abuse be treated
have group meetings at theend of with compassion and justice,"
every week. It's a lot ofteamwork, said Mary Petersen, university
which is nice."
vice president and counsel, in a
Rives' role is the manager of statement.
public relations. Her responsibilities include keeping in contact Gregoire declares victory

with Housing and Residence Life, in state gubernatorial race
Student Activities and Seattle
Gov. Christine Gregoire deSlam, the charity that is benefitall of the profits made clared her campaign for re-electhe project.
tion victorious Tuesday night
Seattle Slam is a quad rugby while opponent Republican Dino
Rossi said the race is still too close
team, an organization that provides exercise opportunities for to call.
people affected by quadriplegia.
Gregoire told supporters at
Hogan has put on the project for her campaign party at the Westin
some 20 years, and the charities Hotel that several news organizahave changed from year to year, tions had declared her the winbut he has stuck with Seattle Slam ner in the race. At press time,
for the past few classes.
the Associated Press had not yet
"It's a local organization, so called the race, however.
Rossi, a graduate of Seattle
that's really good," Rives said.
U,
at
said that based on the race
"They can come in the end and
[...]
and
have
in 2004, in which Gregoire beat
accept diecheck
we
a little party."
him by 129 votes, the race was
be
still
too close, with many polls
$1
The balls will
sold for
and
the
class
to favor him still not finlikely
per package,
hopes
ished tallying.
to raise at least $1,667.
The program and product's
At press time, Gregoire lead
name changes from this year and Rossi 754,804 to 673,691, acis selected by the students. This
cording to the Washington

tfrom

year the name is SU Bites.

Secretary of States office.
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Associate photography professor, Claire Garroutte, judged the Study Abroad Photo Contest and led a study
abroad course in Siena, Italy last summer where the photo to her right was taken two summers ago.

Taylor Olson
Staff Writer
While a large number ofSeattle
students
study abroad each year,
U
the economy's recent nose-dive has
some looking elsewhere for programs or putting off their travel

plans.
Robin Craggs, education abroad
director, said faculty members are
offering fewer opportunities to go
abroad. However, Craggs and others believe the student demand is
still there.
Kathleen La Voy, chair and associate professor for the College of
Arts and Sciences, said studying
abroad is an important experience
because it aids in graduate school
acceptance, job acquisition and
serves as a way to learn about todays global interconnectedness.
Craggs and La Voy noted the
large number of students that
turned out for the College ofArts
and Science's International Day
Event last Wednesday. The Casey
building was flooded with students
interested in education abroad for
three hours, they said.
While the number of students
studying abroad has not significantly decreased, the number of
students participating in Seattle
University sponsored programs has.
Many students opt to study abroad
through different programs because
they are cheaper.
Julie Mathews, educationabroad
adviser, said last spring there were

22 students abroad in non-Seattle
University programs; currently
30 students are enlisted in similar
programs.
Mathews said sometimes the
Education Abroad office can't fit
the specific needs of a student so
they must look elsewhere to find a
program that fits. But in some cases, the program a student chooses
to attend may be almost identical
to a program offered by the school,
just cheaper.
Both Mathews and Craggs
noted a cheaper program may also
mean the program is not of the
same quality as a Seattle University
program and it may not integrate
the same ideals.
"They might be skimpy on the
education of the whofe student,"
Craggs said.
. . Mathews said when she advises

students on their plans for education abroad with another program,
she can give feedback the office has
received about that program from
other students but they do not have
oversight of the program while the
student is abroad.

Additionally, changes

were

made within the College, of Arts
and Sciences to prorate faculty salaries for study abroad classes smaller than 12 students. This change
does not require the classes to have
a larger enrollment, but it does
mean faculty members instructing
classes abroad will be paid less if
the class is smaller. Craggs believes
the implementation of this change
will allow the student demand to
drive what kinds of courses are offered abroad.

At some point it

comes down to what
is financially viable.
Robin Craggs

Educaion Abroad Director
While La Voy believes this
change will be beneficial for
students because it will allow
for faculty members to spread
their resources among more
students, some professors feel

differently.
Professor Gary Chamberlain
said he believes that rather than
increasing the number of students
per professor, they should decrease
the student to faculty ratio.
Chamberlain's program takes
place in Belize, and he feels the location of the program makes all the
difference in the world.
"I want to make the important
distinction between established
countries and developing countries," Chamberlain said. "You have
to go by the seat of your pants."
Chamberlain said it is more difficult to do so when dealing with
a larger class.
Professor Ruth White led a trip
in Belize in 2008 widi 21 students
between two faculty members. Her
salary was prorated. Of the 21 students, there were 12 nursing students and nine students from the
College ofArts aruiSciences, three

short of the 12 required for White
her whole salary.
Apart from salary though,
White noted the difficulty of larger
to earn

enrollment.
"For certain places and types of
24 students is ridiculous,"
said.
White
Chamberlain said larger numbers makes it exceedingly difficult to
keep track of all of the students.
White added that on her trips
with two faculty members, it was
necessary to divide the students
into groups, mostly for the nightly
reflections the students would take
part in. These small groups caused
a change in the whole group's dynamic. It makes for a different experience because of the students
they spend their time with, said
White.
However, Craggs believes this
change will be beneficial to the university. She said it wouldn't be OK
to let every small group ofstudents
go abroad.
"It is somewhat of a fairness issue," Craggs said. "At some point it
comes down to what is financially
viable."
A larger group will help keep the
total cost of the program down because it will split the expenses between a larger number.
La Voy also said there is some
flexibility with newer programs.
"While the minimum is stated
as 12, I try to support new programs by allowing them to go for
the first time or two with fewer
students," she said. "It sometimes
takes a couple of years to gather
momentum and get a trip fully
subscribed and we want to make
sure the new courses have a chance
to succeed."
It might be a rough time for a
new program to try to get its start.
While the Education Abroad staffers have not seen a decrease yet,
they are uncertain of what will
happen in the future. Mathews
said they have not seen a decrease
yet because most of the students
studying abroad this year already
had their plans in motion before
the economy took a turn for the
courses;

worst.

"It'll be interesting to see what
happens next fall," Mathews said.
Taylor can be reached at
olsont@seattleu.edu
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Candidates vie for prestigious $1 million prize
Emily Griffin, senior history major and graduate
of the honors program,
Tuseef Chaudhry, second-year graduate student of public administration and Matt Lyons,
senior e-commerce information
systems and humanities doublemajor were the students selected
this year.
"Part of my role is to inspire
students," Chaudhry says. By using
role models as examples, Chaudhry
challenges both himself and other
students to ask; "What are the limits
of what we can do and inspire to do
good work?"
The Opus Prize Foundation has
been asking similar questions for
five years. Established in 2003 by
the Opus Group, a real estate development company, the first award
was given in 2004.
With the intent of celebrating
the world s unsung heroes, the foundation invites the universities to find
and choose three individuals with
organizations who represent excellence in faith based entrepreneurial
leadership, Sunderland says.
After an extensive decision process, one organization is chosen as
the recipient of a $ 1 million grant.
The other organizations each receive
a $100,000 grant.
"The intent is to contribute
materially to advancing their work
and to inspire others to a life of
community service," Joe Orlando
says, director of the Office of Jesuit
Identity and co-chair of the Opus
Prize steering committee at Seattle
U, who accompanied Lyons to visit
Barankitse in Burundi.
After the university accepts the
foundation's invitation, actually
finding the individuals is largely up
to the university.
"The university really takes the
lead in identifying candidates,"
Sunderland says. "A jury makes the
final recommendations, and then
those recommendations are made
to the foundation."
Seattle U President Stephen
Sundborg, S.J. served as
Cover

�

chair of the Opus Prize at the with Sunderland as a representauniversity and asked Orlando, tive from the foundation, chose the
along with Lara Jordan, director three finalists.
of the Office of Government anti- —' The final choice, however, was
Community Affairs, to recruit the far from being made. Griffin,
steering committee. Together, the Chaudhry and Lyons were paired
committee developed a process of with three faculty members to act as
looking for individuals across the ambassadors on "due diligence" visworld who embodied and worked its to the three contestants homes.
for the ideals recognized by Opus, Their job was to verify the leadership
and aspects of each organization,
Orlando says.
Sunderland says. A representative
from the Opus Prize Foundation
The university really
accompanied the students and professors, eventually writing a report
took it to a new level
about the organization.
After students were nominated
and made it available for die opportunity, they were interviewed by a panel of three people,
to all students.
Chaudhry remembers.
Madhu Rao, associate profesCarly Cannell sor Albers School of Business and
Seattle University Economics, accompanied Griffin

embraced this notion of reaching
out and engaging the whole of the
Seattle community," Sunderland
notes. "It's a reflection of Seattle
University's relationships in the
community and a desire to share it
with all ofSeattle."
The ceremony at Benaroya Hall,
Cannell says, sets Seattle U apart
from past universities.
"The university really took it
to a new level and made it available to all students," she explains.
Previously, the ceremony consisted
of a small dinner on the host university's campus. Seattle U wanted
to engage more students, so expanding the ceremony and creating additional events seemed like the best
idea, Cannell says.
"Seattle has so many philanthropic organizations and an open
orientation to involvement in the
world, so this idea of having a large
public event is unique and special,"
remarks Sunderland.
Even though the night at
Benaroya Hall will be a great celebration, Orlando says, people won't
really have a chance to get to know
the nominees. Mission Day, which
occurs on Nov. 19, is scheduled to
give students and the Seattle community a chance to meet the candidates direcdy, he says.
Other events include separate

to Managua, Nicaragua. Catherine
Punsalan, assistant professor ofthe"Spotters," anonymous individ- ology and religious studies, went
uals chosen by the committee to with Chaudhry to Tamil Nadu,
scout the nominees, were assigned India. Orlando traveled with Lyons
to regions of the world, Orlando to Ruyigi, Burundi.
"The faculty role has been secsays. A selection criteria consisting
of seven values and four business ondary to the students," Punsalan
principals provided the framework says. She describes her role as a conthrough which the spotters consid- versation partner and supporter of
ered potential candidates.
the student.
"We would get together each
By Nov. 4, 2007, the spotters
each submitted two potential can- night and talk about what we were
didates. A committee then judged seeing," she remembers.
lunches with each of the three
the 22 individuals against the same
The trip allowed the student to nominees Nov. 17.
criteria, eventually narrowing the gain a deeper appreciation for the
Garnering a student and comindividual, Orlando says.
number to 12.
munity following after maintaining
on the commitwere really affected by it,"
Orlando says. "Just by realizing
there is a lot of goodness in the
human community."
Selecting three people from
among the 12 was a challenge.
"Every nominee was an amazing
individual," Carly Cannell says, assistant to the director of Government
and Community Affairs at Seattle
U who supported the steering committee for die prize. "It was hard to
put one over the other."
In one afternoon the jury, along

"People
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Michael Lis-Sette
Volunteer Writer
Michael Woodard is an ordained Presbyterian Minister, whc
has been active in fighting povert)
since the late '70s, and who movec
to Nicaragua just before Hurricane
Mitch hit in 1993.
Emily Griffin, a senior history major at Seattle U, went tc
Nicaragua as part of a "due diligence" visit for the Opus Prizf
committee to examine the work ol
Michael Woodard.
"He started a refugee community called Nueva Vida; it had basically been 10,000 people living in
muddy pasture. But he saw this anc
helped them build a community
elect officials, develop social services and provide job opportunities,'
;
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After the weeklong visit and such secrecy wasn't difficult, Cannell

gathering of information, the final says. She expects at least halfof the
grant recipient was decided by the audience at Beneroya Hall to be
Opus Prize Foundation. Only those from the Seattle U community.
The university relied mostly on
directly involved in the program's
process and the three nominees word-of-mouth to spread the word
know who collects the grant.
about the Opus Prize, Cannell says.
"The Opus Prize is a nice Seattle U's Opus Prize Web site
model in that all three are recog- was helpful, as were e-mails sent
nized," Orlando says. "It's not a out by the dean of each college
on campus.
competition."
"It was easy because the stuThough die model of the basic
process of choosing candidates is dents and the personalities of the
provided by the foundation, each three nominees are so magnetic,"
university creates its own board of Cannell says about promoting the
directors, school and community Opus Prize events.
"The monetary award is a way
programming, final ceremony and
to highlight who I consider to be
any other related activities.
"Seattle University has the richest in the word in terms
!§*u
of moral and spiritual riches,"
Chaudhry says.
The prize ultimately shows that
change is possible, Sunderland
says. "I am awed and humbled
by work that's done and filled
with hope when seeing the student engagement and dialogue

that's created."
Punsalan has even modified one
of her courses this quarter because
ofher experiences and conversations
on the trip.
"The confidence comes from
having met these people," she says.
"There is something about experience that lets you take what you
read in a book and say 'Yeah, I get
that now.' It's where I hope all of my
students arrive someday."
Veronica can be reached at
martinv@seattleu.edu

Krishnammal Jagannathan, foui

On Oct. 24, 1993, Margueriti
Barankitse witnessed the killing of
ethnic Hums in theCatholic Bisho[
ofRuyigi's residence by Tutsi militia
men, part of a civil war in the natior
of Burundi that has not yet abatec
between the two tribes. She managec
to save 25 children and since dien ha:
worked for the orphans of die ensu
ing conflicts, founding a group callec
Maison Shalom, meaning Housi
of Peace.
Joe Orlando, Seattle U assis
tant vice president for Missior
and Ministry, was selected by thi
Opus Prize Committee to examim
Barankitse's work.
"She really believes in provid
ing children with a house of peace,'
Orlando says, "but on a literal level, i
meant providing homes for childrer
whose parents have been killed."
And rather than take thi
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Michael Woodard
Griffin says.

had once ridden as high as
90 percent.
Woodard's group, the Jubilee
House Community, also opened a
medical clinic in the region.
The clinic, at any point, has
12,000patients, but serves an area
of up to 100,000.
Other projects, Griffin describes,
include micro-lending systems and
the development of more sustainable technologies relevant to the
area. However, Griffin also says
Woodard isn't finished yet.
"He's developed a model people
around the world are looking to; the
organization is trying to get learning and sharing seminars set up with
groups in Africa," Griffin explains.
Other plans include continuing
to develop organic cotton as an industry in Nicaragua.
rate

In the years since he started,
Woodard has been able to affect
or- widespread change in the region,
"He provides women, especially
vho
women who have kids, who
single
:rty
ved are unable to find jobs, the opportuane nity to be business owners through
industrial co-ops," Griffin says,
Many of these co-ops focus on
listhe
to
manufacturing of textiles from
i
lili- the farming of organic cotton,
"Farming has fallen by the wayrize
i of side from the ruination ofthe land
through pesticides, as well as getnu- ting organic cotton on the ground
i2si- [...] If it takes off as an industry in
ina Nicaragua, it will be almost solely
and due to him," Griffin says.
This has been especially
lity,
vie- valuable for the refugees in Nueva
es,"i Vida, where the unemployment

Michael Woodard, founder of Nueva Vida, works to fight unemployment with his refugee camp in Nicaragua.

Krishnammal Jagannathan
Tuseef Chaudhry, a second-year
graduate student with a master's
in public administration, went to
India on a visit for the Opus Prize
foundation to examine thework of

Krishnammal Jagannathan.
Jagannathan founded a group

•under of Land for Tillers Freedom, combats the oppression of women in India,

called Land for Tillers Freedom,
LAFTI, in response to a massacre
in 1968 that killed 44 Dalits, traditionally the lowest caste in India.
LAFTI focuses mainly on
the Dalits and even more so on
Dalit women.
"She explains women to be
in a system of 'double slavery',"
Chaudhry says, "by which she
means women work long hours,
morning to evening, and then come
home. Because of the social oppression Dalits face, some men consume
alcohol, become intoxicated and
oftentimes women are beaten by

their husbands."
To counter this problem, LAFTI
provides these women with their
own acre of land to cultivate themselves. But that is not the organization's only goal.
"Another initiative is to build
1,000 homes for the Dalit community," Chaudhry says. "They also
have a carpentry shop and a wide
variety ofother activities,"
The homes are something

Jagannathan,

82,

hopes to complete

in her lifetime, Chaudhry says.

"She's 82—she's done a lot—
but she still has big ambitions. She
wants to see this happen in her lifetime, and this is something she'll

that land that she always puts it under the name of the woman [...]
It's creative because India is a maledominated society and she is giving
empowerment to the women."
Chaudhry also emphasized the
importance ofthe carpentry school,
which has been able to provide its
students with a much wider skill set
they can take out into the world.
"The carpentry school [includes]
both men and women learning carpentry skills. It's very unique, especially in that part of the world,"
Chaudhry says.
His experiences with Jagannathan
and her group are something he will
never forget.

"The experience I had in India
work on."
of
He found many Jagannathan's will always be with me. Just the conapproaches to solving these prob- versations, the compassion, the love
lems very unique.
Krishnammal showed to me will alcontinue to

"She makes

sure

when she gets ways be there," Chaudhry says.

Marguerite Barankitse
path of an orphanage
if72 by using a single building to house
;hop orphans, she developed a system
litia- based upon individual households,
tion The households total 500 and are
ated clustered together in locations across
iged the country on a model similar to a
i has village; they include Hutu andTutsi
nsu- children living together,
ailed
"Parents whose children have
suse been killed take care of orphaned
children, children who are in their
ssis- late teens care for younger children
sion [...] You live in a way that gives you
the a sense of intimate love, support and
nine care," Orlando says.
This organizational structure is
ivid- not the only thing Barankitse has deace," veloped with Maison Shalom. While
'el, it Maison Shalom takes in both Hutu
dren and Tutsi children, and a major focus
has been on a farm cultivated by chilr
the dren from both ethnic groups.

■

;rite traditional

There are many other features
Maison Shalom, all of which are
geared toward both helping the children heal and learn skills that will
help them in their future lives.
In the facility, Orlando visited a
library, a small swimming pool and a
cinema that help provide the children
with a sense of normalcy and stability. There is a working auto shop,
guest house, and restaurant where
diey gain practical work experience
for their adult lives.
But for Orlando, he'll never be
able to forget 'Maggie' herself.
"I'm going to always feel really
changed by this process," he says.
"Having met her, I have a deep appreciation for the really inspirational
work she's doing there."
to

Michael can be reached at
lissette@seattleu.edu

Marguerite Barankitse, founder of Mason Shalom, provides orphaned children a home in war-torn Burundi
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Artist-in-residence abducts Bombay Hollywood:
audience in 'UFO' puppets
How to get a taste of Indian culture without heading overseas

Isis Alexander
VolunteerWriter

Michael Jackson, Adolf Hitler and Arnold Schwarzenegger converge in "UFO: The Puppet Show," a paranormal performance put on by Brian Kooser, who works with Seattle's Monkey Wrench Puppet Lab.
Katie Farden
Staff Writer

Tiny wooden limbs and
torsos rest on his workbench. A six-foot tall, dinosaurfaced skeleton adorned in a black
robe looms in the corner, smiling
a sinister grin. Green papier-mache
monster heads peer at visitors from
his shelves amidst paintbrushes and

Sryrofoam

sandpaper.
Seattle U's artist-in-residence
Brian Kooser's basement office feels
like Santa's workshop—only a little
scarier.

deHowever, Kooser is
Claus;
Santa
he
is
an artist of
ranged
puppetry. He works with Monkey
Wrench Puppet Lab, a theater company who produces puppet shows
for adult audiences.
not a

Anything your mind

can concieve of,
we put on stage.
Brian Kooser
Artist-in-residence

As Seattle Us artist-in-residence
for the this school year, Kooser will
be teaching a winter quarter class
on how to build and manipulate
puppets.

Kooser's fascination with pupbegan when he was an undergraduate at Central Washington
University. But he wasn't able to
pursue his interest during college.
"I took one puppetry class in
college," he said, "but by midterm everyone had dropped out
but me."
He said at CWU his artistic passion was largely divided between
sculpture and theater.
"I would.always run across
petry

campus from one department to
the other," Kooser said.
After six years of splitting his
time between the sculpture and
theater departments, Kooser's student loans defaulted. He was left
approximately five credits short of
a degree in any discipline.
Following college, Kooser did
not immediately pursue puppetry.
He joined a punk rock band called
Model Citizen.
"Without any skill whatsoever
in singing, I was their singer," he
said. Kooser said his experience as
a "punk rocker" helped him gain
confidence performing in front of
an audience.
After his stint in the music industry, he began to work for Thistle
Theater, a children's puppet production company. He said performing
shows for a young audience limited
his creativity.
"It was a little stifling," Kooser
said, "going from a punk rock audience to performing for kids."
Kooser added that working for
Thistle Theater helped him learn to
take criticism.
"I'm glad I did it because there
is no more honest of an audience
than children," he said.
Kooser became involved with
adult puppetry seven years ago.
He started to work for Monkey
Wrench Puppet Lab's "Drunk
Puppet Night" productions.
In working for Monkey Wrench,
Kooser said he has discovered more
artistic freedom.
"Anything your mind can conceive of, we put on stage," he said.
According to Kooser, he and his
fellow writers develop plot lines for
"Drunk Puppet Night" shows filled
with anything from bestiality to
grave robbing.
"We include all kinds of sick
things," he said.
Kooser's current project is titled ."UFO: .The Puppet Show,",a

production he wrote and conceived
this fall. He said he started work
"UFO" as an extension of the
first show he created for "Drunk
Puppet Nights."
on

Kooser is not a

deranged Santa
Claus; he is an
artist of puppetry.

An exotic delight is wafting in
from the Far East, and like the infamous line from "Fatal Attraction,"
it's "not going to be ignored."
India's Bollywood culture is slowly
but surely spicing up Seattle in a
way that's hotter than a platter of
tandoori.
Originally titled to parody
the Hollywood label ascribed to
American films, Bollywood is the
"Bombay-Hollywood," but what
was once a mere cinematic label is
now becoming its own culture.
Bollywood films are actually
just one commercial portion of
the Indian cinematic industry;
they are as diverse in genre and
subject matter as any from the
North American, European or
Asian film industries. However,
many associate Bollywood strictly
with colorful musicals, elaborate
choreography and exotic spins on
classic English literature.
Intense dramas such as "Lagaan"
pay homage to the struggles of retaining land and identity during
the colonial era, while films like
"Salaam Bombay!" cleverly incorporate social commentary into
their content by acknowledging
the unfortunate plight of youths
trapped between childhood and
adulthood.
A modern film such as "Bend It
Like Beckham" comically tackles a
young woman's experience of coping with tradition while simultaneously attempting to adapt to a

foreign
"The first show that I did, I left
at
it the end with a question mark,"
he said. "I wanted to pursue that."
"UFO: The Puppet Show"
explores early 1950s UFO sightings and abductions. Michael
Jackson, Adolf Hitler and Arnold
Schwarzenegger puppets play principal roles.
Summing up his show, Kooser
said, "It's not for the faint of heart,
but it is also frequently funny as
hell."
The show contains considerable nudity and several graphic
elements. In an opening scene,
one puppet gives birth. Aliens drill
through their human victims, and
a sheriff eats a dead sheep.
Kooser said being able to create
such outlandish scenes is a favorite
part ofhis job.
"With puppets," he said, "you've
already suspended reality by using
an inanimate object, so you can
take people on a journey that you
just can't do with humans."
"UFO: The Puppet Show" will
run until Nov. 8 at Theater Off
Jackson, 409 7th Ave. S, Thursdays
through Saturdays. Tickets are $ 15,
and the performance starts at 8
p.m.

Katie can be reached at
fardenk@seattleu.edu

nation.

Many transplants can identify
with the film, as they likewise find
themselves having to blend old
customs with new.
"In our society we don't move
out of our parent's house until after
we're married, and we take care of
our parents when they're older,"
said Shanaz Jones, a Macy's sales
associate, commenting on the cultural norms of when young adults
"should" live on their own.
Other kinds of acclimation are
less present to the culturally untrained eye.
"When we go out [to eat at
non-Indian restaurants] we use
silverware, but when we have people over we tell them we always
eat with our hands," said software
startup employee Raj Kumaresan
of the custom of using the right
hand as a utensil.
Not only are Indian transplants'
struggles for acceptance present
on a personal level, but they show
themselves on an artistic one as
well.
Claiming a stake in the higher
echelon of the international film
market challenges the Indian film
industry to retain a sense of national values—couples break into
song instead ofkissing on screen
while retaining the interest of
foreign audiences with beautiful
people, beautiful .scenery
—

beautiful clothing.
Some feel those currently discovering Indian cinema—which
has been around for several decades—should view older films
to obtain a full understanding of
the industry to move away from
viewing it strictly as exotic and
quaint.

"People interested

in

foreign

cultures tend to 'exoticize,'" said
Nalini Iyer, associate professor of
English. "This is a very powerful
public art form that moves a nation
of one billion people."
Many films tend to be classified as musicals, but the presence
of song and dance in Indian film
is due to a strong history of song
and dance within the culture as a
whole.
The fact that Bollywood has
transcended cinema and now incorporates music, dance and fashion means the culture is more accessible to the masses.

A voyage to the East
is now no further than
a Netflix subscription.
This benefits not only the
homesick but the culturally curious as well.
It is becoming entirely possible
to experience a bit of India without
ever leaving the city limits, much
less having to scrape together the
cost ofairfare. A voyage to the East
is now no further than a movie
rental or a night on the town.
The many authentic Indian eateries located within the city beckon
the "college poor" with the promise
of a buffet lunch, typically priced
below $10. Some of these eateries,
such as Maharaja Cuisine ofIndia
on Capitol Hill orTandoori Hut in
Belltown, are no more than a walk
or short bus ride away.
Those who can't sit still long
enough to view a film need only
pay a visit to Capitol Hill's The
Baltic Room, where an array of
foreign beauties and the Northwest
Chic commune on the second and
fourth Saturday of the month for

Bollywood Night.
While this may not be the venbreak out a sari for, the clubs
dark and luxurious decor beg to
be rested on after dancing to the
musical stylings of the DJ group,
I Heart Shiva. Dance scenes from
various movies light up a screen
above the DJs spinning modern
tunes with a Bollywood remix.
While such excursions are
merely the tip of the Indian iceberg, exposure to the Bollywood
phenomenon will encourage further interest in Indian life and
customs, as well as reintroduce the
meetings of East and West.
ue to

Isis can be reached at
alexarids@seatttleu.edu
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Happier 'Hunting' The Writer's Life: Required
writing can merit rewards

Atlanta noise-rock quintet lightens their tone on latest record
Matthew Martell
Entertainment Editor

Deerhunter is the weirdest band
in independent music. It's an audacious claim, but it is a hard one
to refute. Hailing from Atlanta,
Ga, the quintet's third effort
"Microcastle" is an album full of
syrupy, reverb-drenched pop songs
that are irresistibly catchy. This may
not sound particularly surprising,
but given what the band was even
a year ago, it's the last thing longtime fans would ever have expected
to hear from the group.
"Microcastle" follows the band's
critically divisive sophomore album
"Cryptograms," which lead singer
Bradford Cox described as sounding like [My Bloody Valentine's]
'Loveless' on mushrooms." My
Bloody Valentine is known for
making "swirling guitar music;"
legend has it their lead guitarist
Kevin Shields bankrupted their
record label during the recording
process of "Loveless" by trying to
overdub every guitar part on the
record 1,000 times. Deerhunter's
guitar sounds are equally eerie and
shimmer-y and echo-soaked, but
the band generate their noise not by
heavily overdubbing their guitars,
but by looping every sound that
comes out of their instruments into
infinity using an elaborate array of
"

effects pedals.
Given that "Cryptograms" was
record which fit every "drug music" stereotype there is—including
cover art prominently featuring a
purple and black hypnotic swirl—
"Microcastle's" pop sensibilities
mark a significant turning point for
Deerhunter. Gone are the days of
Cox's vocally distorted lyrical rants
about suicide, overdose and teenage
debauchery; even the darkest moments on "Microcastle" gleam with
levity and hope for the future. It's
an impressive accomplishment given the record contains a song suite
that has Cox comparing himself to
Jesus and fantasizing about his own
public crucifixion.
a

The

most fan unfriendly moon "Cryptograms" came in
the form of its instrumental "segue"
songs, which in spite of their intent
as transitions all ranged in length
from four to eight minutes long.
They were also all mashed together
back-to-back, so after a strong sixminute intro full of dark, angular
bass lines and brooding lyrics about
the perils of aging, the listener was
forced to stumble through a 20minute slump of echoes and ambience at 60 beats per minute.
On "Microcastle," the band
wisely steers away from their weird
streak, swapping out the ambient
interludes for extended guitar jams
on several songs. A lot of the transitions between songs on the record
also happen during their outros;
the record closes with "Twilight
At Carbon Lake," whose introductory arpeggios effortlessly emerge
out of a series of looped, detuned
piano plinks which carries the end
of"Neither Of Us, Uncertainly" off
into the ether.
Deerhunter's latest effort is also
the first documented record in history to feature a portion of a song
recorded using iChat. The Black
Lips' Cole Alexander contributes an
unnerving vocal sound collage to
the middle-section of"Microcastle"
stand-out track "Saved By Old
Times," which he cut during a
video chat with the band [who
were recording in Brooklyn] while
on tour in Greece.
Deerhunter's seamless melding
of psychedelic rock and pop—
along with their willingness to push
the musical envelope as a band—
lends the record an added dose of
flavor not often seen in contemporary music. They're still a little
weird around the edges, but with
"Microcastle" Deerhunter have
managed to put a leash on their experimental urges and have created a
pop record that is both widely accessible and wildly enjoyable.
ments

Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu

Sharon Cumberland
Guest Writer
Free! Free! Win an all-expensesto beautiful La Crosse,
Wisconsin!
What's in La Crosse, you ask?
Well, apart from the La
Crosse Loggers baseball team, the
Mississippi River and the Polar
Plunge Special Olympics ("Freezin'
for a reason!"), NCUR is there
this year. NCUR—the National
Conference on Undergraduate
Research—is meeting at the
University of Wisconsin in La
Crosse, and you can be one of the
lucky students to present a paper
there on the weekend of April
16-19, 2009. All you have to do
is submit a 300 word abstract to
myself or Dr. Skogerboe by Nov.
20. Seattle University's judges will
do the rest.

paid trip

You need an audience
that will challenge
you to take your

ideas seriously.
not think you are
apply for something
like the NCUR, but you're wrong.
You're probably writing a paper
right now—l know you are because it's midterm time and everyone writes papers now—so you
already have one likely project you
can develop for NCUR. And what
about all those papers you wrote
last year?
And the year before that? Did
you just throw them on the floor
of your closet? Are they lost in
the pixilated ether of your computer? Some of those papers were
pretty good, and I'll bet you wish
someone other than your professors got to read them. Or maybe
someone else did read them—your

You may

qualified

to

honors class, your study group,
your lab partners —and they were

impressed.
Why wouldn't they be impressed? You're a scholar, after
all—your job as a student is to
learn how to think critically, to
link your various domains of

knowledge together, and to make
discoveries that enlighten yourself
and others.

Keyword: others. You need an
audience—a smart, discerning
audience that will challenge you
to take your ideas seriously and to
take them deeper.
That audience is at NCUR
in April, and here on campus May 8 when SUURA (the
Seattle University Undergraduate
Research Association) has its conference in the Student Center.
So not only can you win a free
trip to beautiful La Crosse, Wis.,
you are also guaranteed an opportunity to present your research
to faculty and fellow students on
campus.
May I invoke your resume?
Picture yourself adding a "papers
presented" section with NCUR
and SUURA credits. It will validate you as a critical thinker, a
writer, and a researcher—someone
whose work was vetted by professionals and found worthy.
Whether you plan to go to
graduate school or to enter the
work force, having the experience
of presenting your work at a national or local conference sets you
apart and gives you an edge.
Let's hope the present economic crisis turns out to be a heat
wave instead of a meltdown—but
in hard times it never hurts to have
an

edge.

Seattle U believes in your intellectual life and research capacity so
much, it pays to have a strong crew
of Seattle U scholars at NCUR
every year. And here's more good
news: NCUR accepts papers in
the humanities, the sciences, and
the creative arts, so you can apply

regardless ofyour major.
You can submit more than one
abstract for consideration, but you
need to get a faculty member to
commit to working with you so
you can complete the project in
time for the conference. You can
choose to present a paper (approximately eight pages in length) or a
poster with your data that you use
to speak extemporaneously about
your topic.

The writing you do in
class is the start of
your larger contribution

to knowledge.
Before going to NCUR, Dr.
Skogerboe and I will have practice
sessions so you'll feel comfortable
delivering your work to an audience. We've got your back!
So, what do you say? Three
hundred little words might be the
start of something big for you.
Contact me or Dr. Skogerboe and
we'll send you the application with
the instructions, deadlines and faculty commitment form.
We can answer all your questions and help you sort through
your ideas or find a mentor. We
really believe the research and
writing you do in class is the start
of your larger contribution to
knowledge—so you should believe
it, too.

There's plenty of time to get
your abstract together, and it's
the first step toward becoming
an NCUR scholar! Imagine being
in La Cross, Wis., standing on
Granddad Bluffand looking out at
the Mississippi Valley. You can see
three states from there—it should
be beautiful in April.

Sharon can be reached at slc@
seattleu.edu

Vince Mira: From local fish market to 'Folsom Prison'
Corey Blaustein
Staff Writer

Johnny Cash is still alive, and he's
years old. Described by

seventeen

many critics as the boyhood reincarnation ofthe country legend, Seattle
native VinceMira played his CD release show at the Showbox Theater
Nov. 1. The venue was packed with
both fans and first-timers to Mira's
folk revivalism, and the boy wonder
rushed on stage with his band the
Roy Kay Trio to be greeted by a roar
of applause.
After a soft-spoken "thank you
for coming out," he started his performance and, to the surprise of
everyone in attendance, belted out
a set of original songs with a voice
that would make any Johnny Cash
fan drop to theirknees and worship
the stage. Not only does Mira's voice
sound almost exactly like Cash's, but
the intensity ofhis performance also
pushes the idea he could actually, be

the man in black reincarnated as a
teenager.
What makes Mira's performances
so interesting is not only his incredible voice but also the story behind
his career. Discovered at Pike Place
Market, Mira was hired by the owner
of the Can Can Cabaret to be a part
of its variety show and his fan base
grewfrom there. Touring nationally
for the past few months, Mira finally
came back to his hometown to release his self-tided album oforiginal
songs, and heinvited all ofhis musician friends to share the stage with
him.
The show was set up in variety
format widi Mira both opening and
closing the event. Touring with the
Roy Kay Trio, his release party also
showcased Seatde rockabilly legends
the Dusty 45s and Pearl Jam's Stone
Gossard, as well as buskers from
Pike Place Market including The
Antiques, Emery Carl and probably
the craziest performer ofthe evening,

flair

to the show and all of them
appreciated the opportunity to share
die stage with Mira, yelling his name
throughout the night. As for the

The Dusty 45s add a creativeflare to their live musical performances.

Baby Gramps.
The improvised

lists and
acts provided unusual entertainment which was much more than
just musical. Emery Carl juggled
hula-hoops while playing the guitar and harmonica, the Dusty 45s
played trumpets lit on fireand Baby
set

Gramps put ridiculous spins on old
folk covers.
Baby Gramps' unhinged and
insane rendition of "Big Rock Candy
Mountain" was potentially one of
the best and most interesting songs
performed all night.
All of the acts brought a unique

main event, Mira'scollection oforiginal songs was very well received.
The crowd danced and clapped
along to his original country-folk
tunes, but it was not until his closing set that he brought out the Cash
covers he has become known for. The
crowd went crazy as he belted out
favorites like "Walk the Line" and
"Folsom Prison Blues," and he closed
the night by bringing Billy Joe Huels
of the Dusty 45s back on stage to
play die trumpet pan for "Ring of
Fire."
With die Showbox packed full
of dancing and singing audience
members, therelease show for Miras
self-tided album was for die teenage
Johnny Cash a huge success.
Corey can be reached at
blaustei@seattleu.edu. .
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Men's soccer wins last home game

Thursday, Nov. 6
Women's basketball
Western Washington vs. SU,
Connolly Center, 6:30 p.m.

Friday Nov. 7

Men's basketball
Point Loma Nazarene vs.
SU, Connolly Center, 7:00

Saturday, Nov. 8

Women's basketball
Connolly Center, 5:00 p.m.
TTie Spectator

Garret! Mukai

Kyle Peterman celebrates with members of the RedZone after scoring the first goal against Simon Fraser.
Women's soccer

Saint Martin's vs. SU,

Taylor Olson
Staff Writer

Kumangai-McGee, Mutanda

The Seattle University men's
soccer team ended its home games
with a 2-1 victory over Simon
Fraser University in front of an
energized crowd Saturday.
The match started with a ceremony to honor seniors Luis
Gamez, Chris Hodges, Jordan

Kwesele and Sean Rawson at their
last home game.
The Clan finished with 13 fouls
and 15 from die Redhawks. The referees issued three yellow cards: one
to Hodges and one each to Colin
Streckmann and Tom Lowndes of
Simon Fraser.
After a scoreless first half,

Championship Field, 1:00

Jennings, Andrew Kreiter, Lamar

freshman Kyle Peterman scored
his fifth goal of the season with an
assist from Hodges.
With less than 10 minutes of
regulation, Lucas Barrett ofSimon
Fraser scored his eighth goal of the
season. The Redhawks responded

and regained their lead two minutes later. Hodges scoredhis second
goal of die season from therebound
of a shot on goal by Kreiter.

It was Hodges' second consecutive game-winning goal.
"It was a hard game; they're a
tough team to play," Hodges said.
"But it takes heart to win, not necessarily skill."
Head coach Brad Agoos said
he was happy with the Redhawks'
performance, especially considering the muddy and wet conditions
of the field. It was slick and muddy
after the rain and the women's soccer game the day before.
"They showed maturity and
good decision making," Agoos
said.
The crowd of 392 was the largest
at a home soccer game this year.
Hodges, Peterman and Agoos
all said the crowd made the game
more exciting. Hodges also said
the fans made his last game at
Championship Field even more
memorable.
Red Zone, the student fan organization, was in the crowd leading
cheers and beating a bass drum.
The Redhawks now have a
9-3-1 record and will play Cal State
Bakersfield and Fresno Pacific Nov.
7 and Nov. 9, respectively, to finish
the season.

Taylor can be reached at
olsont@seattleu.edu

Women's soccer adapts for win Sports briefs
Softball joins Pacific Coast
Softball Conference

Jamie Coe scores with a header over a Cal State Bakersfield defenderfor the final point in Friday's game.

Taylor Olson
Staff Writer
The Seattle University women's
soccer team walked away with muddy uniforms and a 3-1 victory against
Cal State Bakersfield Friday.
Standing water and puddles on
Championship Field made conditions difficult to play the ball on the
ground because the ball stopped dead
every time it hit a puddle. Redhawks
head coach Julie Woodward said her
team played much better in the second half after they adapted to the
conditions of the field.
"It was a difficult game because
we couldn't play the ball on the
ground," junior Jamie Coe said. "We
had to figure out other ways to get

the ball in die back of net."
In front of 162 spectators,
sophomore Kara Kuttler scored the
first goal for die Redhawks. Coe assisted in Kuttler's fifth goal of the
season at 20 minutes in play. The
Roadrunners tied die score 1-1 when
freshman Kassi Massey scored offof
a free kick.
During halftone, game management staff tried to fill puddles with
gravel. The field remained slick for
the rest of the game. Conditions
made it difficult to discern between
fouls and slips. The Redhawks adapted to the weather in the second half.
Senior Madison Collins scored her
second goal of the season with an
assist from Kuttler. Less than five
minutes later, Coe scored her eighth

goal of the season on an assist from
Collins.
The Redhawks beat the
Roadrunners 2-0 when they played
at Bakefsfield, Calif, on Sept. 28.
"It's hard to beat a team for the
second time," Woodward said. "We
played a full 90 minutes with only a
few slip ups."
The win advanced the Redhawks
record to 10-4-3 and dropped
the Roadrunners to 5-13-1. The
Redhawks finish their season at
home facing Central Washington
Nov. 5 and Saint Martin's Nov. 9.
The team looks to finish their season
with a five-game winning streak.
,

Taylor can be reached at
olsont@seattleu.edu

Seattle University Softball
joined the Pacific Coast Softball
Conference and will begin conference play in 2010, according to a
PCSC press release.
Seattle U was part of a sixschool sweeping invitation including Cal State Bakersfield, Idaho
State, University of Northern
Colorado, Utah Valley and Weber
State. The conference currently
consists of charter members
Loyola Marymount University,
Portland State, Sacramento State,
Saint Mary's, University of San
Diego and Santa Clara.
The California schools which
are also the charter members of
the PCSC will be in the Coastal
Division, with the new members
creating the Mountain Division.
When Seattle U joins the PCSC
in 2010 it will be a part of the
Mountain Division.
The PCSC has had an automatic bid to the NCAA Tournament
via a conference champion since
2006.

UW-SU men's
basketball agreement
close to finalized
Only a few signatures remain
before therenewal of a long standing cross-town rivalry in Seattle

Division I men's basketball.
Seattle University has a verbal
agreement with the University of
Washington for a five-year-series.
The University of Washington
will host the first match next season on Jan. 26, 2010. The site will
alternate, with three games at Hec.
Edmundson Pavilion and two
games presumably at Key Arena.
The two schools last competed
Dec. 15, 1979 at the University
ofWashington when the Huskies
defeated the then Chieftains 8377. The Huskies lead the all-time
series 19-4. Seattle U Athletic
Director Bill Hogan received the
contract Monday night and is
reviewing it before signing, according to Sports Information
Director Jason Behenna.

Women's soccer game
moved to Tukwila

Heavy rains and two socmatches this weekend made
Championship Field unplayable
for Wednesday afternoon's soccer match. The Seattle University
women's soccer game against
Central Washington University
was moved to the Starfire Soccer
Complex in Tukwila, Wash. The
match was rescheduled at the
same time, 2:00 p.m. The field
will be ready for the women's
team season finale against Saint
Martin's University Sunday.
cer
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An artist on the hardwood
Samuel Pierce recalls Seattle U basketball, the Fine Arts department and leaving the South

Gonzaga and SU:
Sisters and rivals
Eric Gordon
Staff Writer

Former 1970s Seattle U basketball star Samuel Pierce sits below his two passions: art and basketball
Katie Farden
Staff Writer

Drumming his fingers on the
dark oak table top at the Satellite
Lounge, Sam Pierce cocks his
head slightly and peers up to the
rafters.
"I'm a renaissance man," he
said.
The life of the 58-year-old former Seattle University basketball
star—filled with painting and
singing—offers a true testimony
to his words.
Raised in Birmingham, Ala.,
Pierce came to Seattle U on a
basketball scholarship in 1966.
A high school AU-American athlete, coaches from schools all over
the United States recruited Pierce
during his senior year. He chose
Seattle U because of the school's
location.

When basketball fell
apart I still had art,

so I didn't fall hard.
Samuel Pierce
Former men's basketball player

"I wanted to get as far away
from the South as I could without leaving the continental United
States," he said.
Pierce and family also took an
immediate liking to the Seattle U
basketball coach who recruited
him, Lionel Purcell.
"The karma shined right
through him," Pierce said. "And
my parents trusted him."
Pierce quickly formed strong
bonds with his teammates at
Seattle U. Pierce had a successfilled four years playing for Seattle
U. By his senior year, he averaged
about 14 points per game.
The team chemistry of the
Chieftains, Seattle U's former mascot, was perfect, Pierce said.
"We were one hell of a team,"
he said.
All was going well on the court

until Feb. 10, 1970 during a game
against University of Portland.
Coach Purcell had left the
basketball program and some of
Pierces teammates had grown disgruntled with new coach Bucky
Buckwalter.
"[Buckwalter] couldn't get to
know the black players," Pierce
said.
While Pierce had no prior disagreements with the coach, after
Buckwalter chose to bench the
five starters, Pierce decided to follow his teammates off the court
,

in protest.

Pierce and his

teammates "were

suspended from the athletic program. In hindsight, Pierce views
the event as a reality check.
"I was getting letters from all
over the NBA," he said. "And we
were in our twenties; it was like a
dream sequence."
Pierce said after the suspension
he put things into perspective.
"It made me come to reality
and realize that the sport wasn't
everything," he said.
Pierce retains strong ties to
Seattle U's athletic department
today. He is good friends with
women's basketball head coach
Dan Kriley and holds hope for
the future of the program.
"I am happy to hear Seattle U
has gone back to D-I," he said.
While he developed his basketball skills at Seattle U, Pierce also
cultivated his artistic prowess.
Pierce has painted since the
fourth grade. In his youth however, he said his mother encouraged
him to direct more energy toward
athletics than art.
"Sports were not even my first
interest," he said, "but in order to
get a scholarship, my mom told
me I better get in the gym."
Pierce said his first art classes at
Seattle U inspired him to return to
his first love.
"That art department had more
power than any gym," he said.
He described Buhr Hall, the
old fine arts building at Seattle U,
as the place where he blossomed
as an artist.
"You walked in there and you

were

special," he said. "Sure I came

alive

on

man,

the court," he added, but
I really came alive in that

building."
Pierce says art professors
Valeriano "Val" Laigo and Nick
Damascus, encouraged him to
express himself on canvass. Liago
took the basketball star to art
shows and taught him new drawing techniques.
"He took

a

real interest in me,"

said Pierce of his mentor.
Laigo taught at Seattle U from
1965 to 1985 and painted the mural in Lemieux Library's Reading
Room. Pierce hopes to hold an
art show at Seattle U dedicated to
Laigo and Damascus.
"I want people to know there
were professors at Seattle U that
transcended a basketball program,"
he said.
After his basketball career ended, Pierce said he still felt he had
an identity as an artist.
"When basketball fell apart,"
he said, "I still had art, so I didn't
fall hard."
In addition to painting, Pierce
also sings jazz. Often he can be
found singing with his friends at
the Triple Door.
"Minus the Opera House,"
he said, "I play practically every
venue in Seattle."
Pierce now works with, the
Seattle Housing Authority. His
work focuses on economic empowerment for low-income women. Yessler Terrace, Highpoint and
Rainer Vista are among the community organizations Pierce is involved with.
He encounters Seattle U students doing service-learning
•

often.
He remain's involved with
Seattle U students and maintains
close friendships with alumni.
Pierce hopes to have a presence
with Seattle U's community for
years to come.
"Going to Seattle U was one
of the greatest experiences of my
life."
Katie can be reached at
fardenk@seattleu.edu
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Six thousand students bustle
and buzz around the 120-year old
campus. Evergreen trees sway in
a slight breeze, casting shadows
on the old brick buildings topped
with crosses. A few Jesuits walk
around, barely distinguishable
by their white collars from other
presumed faculty and staff. Then
the shirts, sweatshirts, hoodies,
shorts and caps betray the location: Gonzaga University in
Spokane, Wash.
Bulldog territory.
Gonzaga and Seattle University
are both Jesuit universities, and
both were founded around the
same time: Gonzaga in 1887,
Seattle U in 1891. Both schools
began their sports programs soon
after their inceptions, both focusing mainly on baseball, Americas
game back then.
Then Gonzaga organized a
football team in 1907, while
Seattle U remains without one
to this day.
"Athletics was always a central
part of [Gonzaga's] core activity
and university experience," said
David Kingma, assistant professor and archivist at Gonzaga
University. "In the early days
football was always strong, always a premier sport.

According to John Dougherty,
athletic development officer at
Seattle U, the university's athletic prestige started with the recruitment of Johnny and Eddie
O'Brien, twin brothers out of
New Jersey. The O'Brien twins
played baseball and basketball,
and along with recruits like
Elgin Baylor throughout the
19605, helped bring Seattle U
notoriety.

Dougherty graduated from
Seattle U in 1966 and was the
manager of the baseball and basketball teams during his time on
campus. His life revolved around
the

teams.

"To look at the university today and compare back to the '60s
and '70s is almost like comparing
night and day," Dougherty said.
"From an economic standpoint,
the university is much better
equipped today to take the leap
into Division I athletics."
In the mid-19705, Seattle U
had much more difficulty recruiting players, attendance at
the games was declining and the
Seattle SuperSonics announced
they were going to be an expansion team for the NBA, further
removing interest from Seattle U
competition.
Back then, people knew the
difference between Seattle U
and Seattle Pacific University.
Back then, a game between
Seattle U and the University of
Washington was a competition,
not an exhibition.
"That was before televised
college basketball became a
phenomenon," said Bill Hogan,
Seattle Us athletic director. "That

had a big impact on the revenue
for the university."
William Sullivan, S.J., Seattle
Us president from 1976-1991,
decided to deemphasize athletics due to the financial crisis in
1980. With the university looming ever-closer to bankruptcy and
a lack of interest in athletics,
the school made an unpopular
decision to leave D-I and join
the National Association of

Intercollegiate Athletics.
"As Fr. Sullivan had said to
a group of us, he had to look
at the economic picture of the
university, and it wasn't good,"
Dougherty said. "Buildings
needed repair, student enrollment was at an all-time low.

He had to improve
the basic financial

structure of Seattle U.
"He had to improve the basic financial structure of the

university."
Seattle U's financial crisis
went beyond just athletics. The
25 years, Seattle U spent its
time improving academics and
raising student enrollment.
Gonzaga lias most recently
enjoyed national attention and
revenue for its basketball program, while Seattle U is just now
coming out of what many alumni
consider a 25-year slump.
"1981 was the second year that
we were removed from Division
I, so we were NAIA," said Steven
Fantello, Seattle U alum in the
class of 1986 and former sports
editor for die Spectator. "I used to
call it 'NAIA Division Squat'."
Meanwhile, Gonzaga was busily improving sports that would
soon gain them notoriety at the
national championships.
"We've had a basketball program almost from the beginning," Kuigma said, "but the
program didn't really become
established until the 1990s under
coach Fitzgerald."
Gonzaga's men's basketball
team entered the 2006 NCAA
tournament as the three-seed
in the Oakland division. The
Bulldogs were a Sweet 16 team
but lost to national championship contender UCLA 73-71.
The tournament loss ended their
season 29-4 overall and 14-0 in
West Coast Conference play.
That same year Seattle U president Stephen Sundborg, S.J.,
asked for a task force to study
Seattle U's move to D-I.
"I don't believe this decision
would have been made if it weren't
for the positive influence that Fr.
Sundborg has had on the entire
university," Dougherty said. "I
think the university has a much
better name academically."
next

Eric can be reached at
gordone@seattleu.edu
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ofpotentially committing "one of the
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the other hand democrats have cited
instances of vote "flipping" in early
voting, where an Obama vote mysteriously shows up as a McCain vote on
a touch-screen voting system. In one
case talk-show host Oprah Winfrey
reported on her show she almost accidentally voted for McCain due to
one of these touch-screen inaccuracies. Democratic-leaning web sites
like the Huffington Post went crazy
over this story, basically using it as
proof something was afoot.
People need to calm down. The
process of voting in this country is
so large and disjointed that small
problems like this are bound to pop
up in some cases. Taking what happened once and extrapolating it to
happening all over the country for
millions of voters is simply political mudslinging, the same as calling

According

I,

to an

McCain's

Associated Press
statement came

of fraudulent
egistration cards submitted
ORN. Lazy workers submitrds with names of cartoon
ters and football players in an
it to get paid for doing nothing. The key here, though, is that
none of diese fake names were ever
even entered into voter registration
systems. There are plenty of people
in charge of making sure voter registration is accurate, and these fake
attempts to register were weeded out
at that level. The actual crime "vote
fraud" only occurs when someone
actually shows up to vote under the
name "Mickey Mouse" when that
person is not Mickey Mouse. An attempted fraudulent registration does
not equal voter fraud.
On the other hand, just because
a voting machine malfunctions does
i

onse to reports

not mean

that

steal your

vote or

someone is

trying to

fix the election.
Machines, especially digital touchare prone to miscalibration
and other problems. If people
don't take their time and accidentally vote for the wrong candidate, it's
nobody's fault but their own. After
all, if someone was trying to fix the
election they wouldn't have the machine tell them they were voting for
the other guy in time to change it,
would they?
By the time this issue is out, we'll
probably know the results of this
election. Regardless of whether it's a
landslide or extremely close, the best
thing that we can do is to have faith in
our voting system and not start coming up with crazy conspiracy theories
to try and belittle our next president
before he even takes office.
screens,
errors
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maybe destroying the fabric
of democracy in this country." On

country,

Fraud—it's a word which loomed
over the last two elections, and one
that is already rearing its head in
2008 even before Election Day.
Since recent presidential races have
been so consistently close, the losing
party tends to come up with all sorts
of theories and scenarios accusing the
other of some kind of fraud. From
invalid voter registration to re-counts
and electronic station hacking accusations, we've seen it all and will no
doubt continue to see it in the weeks
following the election.
The amount of mudslinging going on about this topic this year has
greatlysurpassed previous years. Both
sides have made accusations, and
both sides have gone too far in calling
the other one out for supposed fraud.
In the third presidential debate, John
McCain accused the community voter registration organization ACORN

i

The Spectator is the official student
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published every Wednesday, except
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Switching the system would cost time and money, and as
the university continues its growdi, both of those commodities
discussion among university leaders.
should not be wasted on changing an aspect of the university
But Seattle University doesn't need to fix a system that is that students and facultyaren't questioning. Given all the other
not broken. Switching from a quarter-based to a semesterchanges on campus, the one thing that should remain stable
based system would jeopardize the quality education offered for students is their class load.
by the university.
The university cannot seriously consider this switch as necBoth systems may have pros and cons, but Seattle essary or beneficial. Furthermore, a quarter system switch is
U's efficient use of the quarter-system requires little, if not justifiedby the move to Division I athletics or a supposed
need to sync with other universities.
any improvement.
Some may argue semesters benefit students by allowing
The university should not compromise the success of its
more time devoted to class and long-term projects, but quarters
current system to be like other universities or because administrators like the idea of reducing registration and related paprovide students with a beneficial and unique education.
The semester system eliminates academic flexibility, which perwork to twice a year instead of three times a year. Working
students at Seattle University enjoy and deserve. Seattle U's a schedule around three classes provides a less stressful and
mission statement espouses focusing on the education of the more accommodating registration process for students.
whole person. The quarter system allows for students to dabble
Seattle U should be proud of the quality that stems from
in a variety of classes and explore diverse subjects that fulfill its quarter-based system and recognize its advantages.
the mission's goal.
The high caliber of the students' education highlights how
The semester system lacks potential and opportunity for well the university has capitalized on the quarter-system.
Seattle U to continue to successfully promote its educational Students at Seattle University have the opportunity to take
mission. In die tempo of a quarter system, students are pushed focused classes not only aligned with their academic goals but
to constantly engage with material, and even if students do
with their passions.
not enjoy the class, they are not trapped in an unfavorable
Seattle U should not throw away its quarter system for a
class setting for four and a half months.
semester-based system that promotes laziness and procrasStudents appreciate the specialization of classes and the tination, limits students' opportunities and creates generic,
attention given to the curriculum for each course by faculty. low-quality classes.
The ability to take only three classes every quarter not only
Seattle University high-quality education depends on and
increases options for students, but establishes a higher-caliber stems from the quarter-based system.
This discussion, and ultimately, this decision must have
classroom experience.
Seattle U has successfully tailored its academic programs, students' best interests in mind. Students need to be involved
at every point of this discussion, and most importantly, they
community engagement opportunities and study abroad programs to the quarter-system. There's no reason to question its should have the final voice on whether or not Seattle U moves
to a semester-based system.

su-spectator.com
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Chalk talk makes inadequate campaigning
Matthew Martell
Entertainment Editor
The Associated Students of
Seattle University get a lot of bad
rap around campus. When I talk
to my friends here at Seattle U and
the topic of our conversation finds
its way to ASSU, more often than
not our discussions end begging the
same questions.
"What exactly does ASSU do?
Do they do anything?
Why should we care?"
Contrary to the opinions of many
on campus, I care about ASSU. I
fully support their functioning on
campus. I'm elated they have managed to get a student on Seattle Us
board of trustees. I'm hopeful diey
will restore NightHawk capacity to
four passengers at a time. I'm sad
we're going to be facing pay-forprinting charges in the future, but
I'm glad they pushed the threshold
where my pocket change and my

printing meet at 125 pages. I believe
as an organization its their responsibility to adequately represent and
defend the student body, and these
types of issues reassure me they are
doing their job.

Pink sidewalk chalk
isn't a presence I can
shake hands with.
However, I have to say ASSU
definitely fails and fails utterly in

adequate campaigning.
The fall ASSU elections have come
one aspect:

and gone,and the results are out for
everyone to see. But they don't really
mean anything to a lot ofpeople on
campus, because few ofthe faces are
associated with the winners' names.
Despite living off campus, I spend
a lot of time on university property

every week, and when it was campaign time on Seattle U soil, I only
saw one kind of campaigning going
on: sidewalk chalk on the pavement
in the Quad. Names and positions
detached from faces and voices and
ideas, smeared from rainfall and

smudged from footfalls.
I'm not asking ASSU elect hopefuls to drop big bucks on their campaigns for their respective offices, but
it would be nice to see them making a noticeable effort to interact

with students face-to-face instead
ofchalk to eye. When I was a freshman an ASSU candidate came to my
dorm room with a winning smile
on her face and a firm handshake
and without knowing much more
about her she got my vote in the

fall elections.
It doesn't take much to win
people over, but it's pretty hard to
get anyone to do anything if you
haven't made your presence known.
Pink sidewalk chalk isn't a presence

shake hands with. It's a toy
parents give to their preschoolers to
get them outside and keep them entertained. Seattle U isn't a preschool;
it's a private university which seeks
to empower leaders for a just and
humane world. Leaders are supposed
to people persons, not pavement
painters. Effective leadership takes
a lot more than the minimal effort
involved in scribbling out slogans on
a sidewalk.
I'm optimistic it will be a good
year for ASSU. I look forward to seeing the positive change they bring to
the university from now until June.
Bear in mind, student body politicians: come spring elections, it's going to take a lot more than sidewalk
chalk or a "vote in a box" to win over
students, especially if you manage to
accomplish the big ideas you have in
store for this coming year.

I

can

If I voted, which I didn't, I would
have voted for Obama.
Almost eight years ago I pleaded with my mom to rethink her
presidential vote. I was 13 and followed the presidential race between
then Gov. George W. Bush and
Vice President Al Gore

as

closely

and well-informed as an eighth
grader can.
In my gut I felt the election would
be close and it was. Mom planned to
vote for Ralph Nader. I argued and
reasoned with her; Nader couldn't
win, Nader would only hurt the
left and could put Bush into office,
a vote for Nader was a throw-away
vote. Whether I was right or wrong
about Nader's affect on the 2000
election, I was wrong to say a vote
for Nader was a throw-away vote.

Four years ago I didn't vote for
either presidential candidate. I knew
Washington was going to Sen. Kerry.
I was significantly more interested
in Washington politics, so I voted
for local government. Furthermore I
believed I was only given the opportunity to vote between the lesser of
two evils. I felt I had to compromise
my vote because otherwise it would
be

a

throw-away

vote.

When I feeJ

my individual right to choose who
I want in office is threatened or limited, I would rather not vote at all. I
would rather withhold my vote for
certain offices or write in President
Sundborg than vote for someone
who I don't agree with.
This year I planned to follow
suit and not vote. My mom called
me unpatriotic. My friends called
me unpatriotic. There is nothing
unpatriotic about withholding my
vote if I don't want either prominent

candidate in office.
In the end, I changed my mind
and planned to vote. When I got
home my absentee ballot was misplaced in the recycling and miles
away beneath old newspapers and
Newsweek magazines. Something
happened though which I did not
expect. I began to hope.

There is nothing

unpatriotic about
withholding my vote.
I'm a Northwest man, and worse
than that, I'm a Seattle man. I'm
naturally pessimistic. I don't put
stock in the hope ofother people.
I'm skeptical and sometimes contrary for the sake ofrabble-rousing.

inventions in Latin America, support of repressive dictatorships, and

the process ofboot-camp dehumanization that is necessary to prepare

soldiers to kill. The Department
of Defense even keeps a tally of
U.S. but not foreign casualties (let
alone "collateral damage," which
means innocent civilians, women,
children, elders, etc.), giving the
impression that U.S. lives are somehow more valuable or precious than
those of other countries.

Virtually all U.S. policy
is designed to
protect and further
U.S. interests.
If we are to work for a truly
just and humane world, we all
need to fully examine the social
and environmental consequences
of our actions and participation

within larger systems and institutions including ROTC,
Seattle University and the United
States government.
Paul Brown
Dear Editor,
The Spectator last week said
that it was "waiting patiently" for
action from ASSU. We regret any
errors we have made in informing the student body of our accomplishments. In the coming
weeks, we will redouble our efforts to inform Seattle University
about how we are advocating for
students' interests.
Below is a sample of the work
we Tiave done on behalf of students in the first five weeks of
the quarter:
1) Successfully fought to improve the NightHawk: four students will be allowed per vehicle
and students will not be written up by Night Hawk drivers
for intoxication.
2) Secured a student position on the Board of Trustees

The Ten:
Ways to accept
presidential defeat
10. Refuse to
concede.
9. Declare victory after losing.
8. Write in George W.

Bush for third term.
7, Defect

to the win-

ning side.

6. Demand a recount.
5. 800 at every mention of opponent's

name.
4. Demand a recount.
3. Threaten secession.

martellm@seattleu.edu

Then as I continued

to

read Sen.

Obama's and Sen. McCain's views
on social policy, I began believing
Obama's plan for change. It was like
when the Grinch's heart begins to
beat and grow larger and larger. I
started believing Obama's audacity
of hope, his messages to the working
people and the poor.
Obama has the Iraq War, War
in Afghanistan, genocide in Darftir,
global recession and massive class
disparity waiting for him on Jan. 20,
2009. Oh, and he's the first AfricanAmerican president.
When Obama starts enacting
great public works programs and
ends the Iraq War, I'll feel great
for having witnessed hope lead
to action.
Then again, I didn't vote.

2. Secede from the
Union.
1. Defer president
elect to the Supreme

Court.

Quote of the week
"Tonight I weep

[...]"

James Kilcup

Senior philosophy major

Upon witnessing the
defeat of John McCain in
the Campion Ballroom on
Tuesday night, Kilcup sighed
and expressed his hopes for
the White House in 2012.

See page 2 for the full story
on the election.

Ben can be reached at
watanabl@seattleu.edu

Letters to the Editor: ROTC deserves critique
Dear Editor,
I was disturbed, but not surprised, by last week's lead article,
"ROTC: Dedicated to service."
The article paints an almost uniformly positive view of the ROTC
program by neglecting any larger
context in which the program exists
and operates.
The article fails to mention the
role that ROTC plays in supporting
the United States military, an institution that uses physical violence
against those who do not agree
with or stand in the way of U.S.
policy. Although the U.S. military
is often spoken of as "helping to
spread democracy and freedom,"
it is obvious that virtually all U.S.
policy is designed to protect and
further U.S. (read: corporate) interests, usually at the expense of the
environment, human rights, and
national self-determination.
In short, the United States military can hardly be considered an
institution that acts to create a just
and humane world. One need only
look at U.S. history of military
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Who I would vote for if I voted, which I didn't
Ben Watanabe
Opinion Editor

the spectator

Investment Committee.
3) Secured 125 free pages of
printing per student, per quarter
(the original proposal was ZERO
free pages).
4) Incorporated the student spirit and athletic fan club, Red Zone,
into ASSU.
5) Registered 70 new voters for
the November 4th election.
6) Facilitated and helped fund
the 355 free newspapers distributed
around campus every weekday.
It is regrettable that The

Spectator failed

to cover

the elec-

tions before voting began, despite
ASSU supplying The Spectator
with information on the candidates
and election 10 days before voting.. Newspapers have a profound
responsibility to investigate candidates for office and provide concise
overviews for voters, as well as offer endorsements. In the future, we
hope The Spectator will offer this
service for students.
Sincerely,
Kai Smith,
ASSU President

Comment of the week

"To put it all into
focus--Barack
has promised you
$4,000/ year for tuition, right? SU will
simply raise tuition
by $4,000-knowing that you have
this extra money to
spend."
Username Token SU

Conservative
Visit www.su-spectator.com
for the online Spectator and
more user comments.

Corrections
1. Not all ROTC cadets receive
scholarships

2. The book stipends ROTC
cadets receive are quarterly, not
monthly

3. Only scholarship ROTC cadets
are required to serve in the Army
for four years.

,

lastlooks

public
safety
reports

Accident

October 30, 7:00 am.

Day of the Dead alive with celebration

Public Safety responded to an
early morning delivery truck that
hit a mall light pole and knocked
it to the pavement near the Pigott
entrance. Facilities removed the
fixture.
Accident

October 30, 9:30 p.m.
PublicSafety documented an accident in which a rental van driver
backed into a pillar and broke the
passenger door mirror.

Noise complaint

October 31,1:30 a.m.

Ebiic

Safety assisted Res.
on a room contact, where
occupants were non-compliant
with the Res. Life staff. Public
Safety identified the non-affiliate
occupants in the room and escorted them out.
j

Disturbance
November 1, 2:00 am.

E3lic

Safety observed a several
dents near a female on the
ground withobvious injuries to her
face. One of the male students
became verbally aggressive with
Public Safety. Students admitted to drinking off campus and
apologized for their behavior.

Accident

November 1,1:40a.m.

Eblic

Safety responded to a
>ort of a student who had

tripped while walking on stairs
and sprained herankle. The student was provided first aid and an
icepack to minimize swelling.

sudoku

Trespass warning
November 2, 4:40 p.m.
Public Safety contacted two nonaffiiiate individuals in the planting
area on the south side of Pigott.
The individuals were cooperative
and admitted to smoking marijuana. Public Safety trespassed
from the individuals and escorted
them off campus.
1

3

For a complete listing of public
safety incidents check out our Web

2

site at www.su-spectator.com
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493857261
571263894
736185942
124396758

The annual Mexican festival, Dia de Muertos, was celebrated this
weekend at the Seattle Center. The "Day of the Dead" festival honors
loved ones who have passed away through sand art, dance, music,
alters, face painting, food and sugar skulls. Dia de Muertos attracts
children as well as adults every year to the unique cultural practices
and art of Mexican heritage.

859742613
687421539
915638427
342579186

Attendees were welcome to participate in sugar skull decorating and face
painting while enjoying musical performances, exhibits of Mexican art,
traditionalfresh baked goods and informationfrom local organizations.
Photos by Garrett Mukai
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